Building Resiliency into the DevOps Cloud
Software intelligence for unbreakable continuous delivery

End-to-end coverage

Superior data collection

Causation-based AI engine

Powerful auto-remediation

What makes Dynatrace unique
Fully automated
With zero-touch configuration, continuous discovery and
mapping, you can jump-start with out-of-the-box results!
Full stack
Automatically see all components and dependencies in
real-time, including microservices running inside containers.
AI-powered
Powerful AI-driven software intelligence platform provides
real-time precise data and contextual answers.

Broadest technology support
Engineered for cloud native and hybrid environments,
Dynatrace covers your complete ecosystem automatically—
from microservices to traditional applications.

Beyond APM for unbreakable continuous delivery
All-in-one, AI-powered monitoring and automation for DevOps cloud apps and infrastructure
Deep visibility
across the end-toend application chain,
along with automatic
performance and
contextual analysis,
allow both dev and
ops to collaborate
easily, understand
issues, and resolve
them quickly.

CI

DEV

Automatic and
continuous
deployment of
Dynatrace OneAgent
to all components

CD

PERF/TEST

OPS

Real-time auto
discovery through
OneAgent injection of
PAS and PKS containers
without code or image
changes

BIZ

Monitor, analyze and
optimize every digital
interaction

Cloud Platforms & Technologies

Full integration
with all major cloud
platforms

The unique advantage of Dynatrace AI enabled automation for unbreakable continuous delivery
Dynatrace integrates the entire DevOps tool chain and ingests all tool chain data into the Dynatrace AI platform.
This empowers you to:
Shift-left and build quality into CI/CD

Auto-remediate issues and auto-update

Shift-right and execute auto-remediation-

versus repairing issues in production

ticket system on problem / remediation

as-code baking resilience right into the

action details

code pack

The integration with a variety of CI/CD, ITOM, workflow and cloud configuration technologies enable automated
problem resolution and performance optimization.
Full-stack environment
is monitored

Anomalies are
detected automatically

Root cause analysis
is performed

Problem notification
is sent

Software Intelligence Platform

Event is received

Job is triggered

Playbook is executed

Problem is remediated

CI/CD Automation

”The AI paves the way for autonomous operations, enabling us to create auto-remediation workflows that
remove the need for human intervention.”
— Jonathan Hayes, VP of Global IT Service Excellence at Experian

Sign up for an extended free trial: dynatrace.com/trial/
Dynatrace provides software intelligence to simplify enterprise cloud complexity and accelerate digital transformation. With AI and complete automation, our all-in-one platform provides
answers, not just data, about the performance of applications, the underlying infrastructure and the experience of all users. That’s why many of the world’s largest enterprises trust Dynatrace
to modernize and automate enterprise cloud operations, release better software faster, and deliver unrivalled digital experiences.
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